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1.0 SCOPE

This procedure provides detailed guidance to conduct walkdowns at BWR Nuclear Power Plants with
Mark I, II, and III containment types to compile the information needed to further characterize the debris
source term. The BWROG will use this information to evaluate the effects on the ECCS strainers and the
downstream effects on fuel and equipment. The following walkdowns are to be performed:

* Debris Source Walkdowns - identify and document (type, location, quantity, etc.) insulation,
other fibrous materials, latent debris, and temporary equipment left in containment that may
present a challenge to the containment ECCS strainer during and following a Loss-of-Coolant
Accident (LOCA).

" Coatings Walkdowns - identify and document (type, quantity, condition, etc.) 'Unqualified' and
'Indeterminate' coatings that exist within the walkdown areas (see Section 4.0).

" Latent Debris Sample Collection Walkdown - collect dirt/dust debris samples from areas as
categorized by Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) guidance 04-07 Volumes 1 and 2. See Attachment
C for pertinent excerpts.

* Reactive Metals / Materials Walkdowns - inquire cognizant site personnel and review plant
documents to establish the potential materials that could affect post-LOCA chemistry. Aluminum
will be evaluated at a minimum. Identify and document sources of potential reactive materials.

" Suppression Pool area walkdown to support potential future modifications.

The debris source walkdowns will include a comprehensive and methodical inventory of the potential
Suppression Pool strainer debris sources which could be dislodged due to the dynamic effects of a High
Energy Line Break (HELB), post-LOCA environmental effects, and containment spray washdown. All of
the accessible areas of the containment that may contribute debris to the Suppression Pool will be
reviewed, rather than limiting the walkdown to selected areas associated with postulated break locations
and spray washdown. This approach will ensure that all potential sources are fully documented to support
future analyses. Inaccessible areas will be documented as fully as possible using available sources of
information (site personnel, existing pictures, etc.). The scope of debris sources will include past
documented sources (e.g., each plant will have identified their drywell insulations during their resolution
of NRC bulletin 96-03 "Potential for Plugging of ECCS Suction Strainers by Debris in BWRs") and
NRC's list of detrimental sources, consistent with NEI 02-01 "Condition Assessment Guidelines: Debris
Sources Inside PWR Containments" and BWROG-TP-08-035 "ECCS Strainers Drywell & Wetwell
Walkdown Guidance Document".

There are no plant modifications associated with the containment walkdown effort.

Note: Handling and processing of debris samples after collection efforts is not within the scope of
this walkdown procedure.
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2.0 POTENTIAL DEBRIS SOURCES

2.1 The potential debris sources inside containment can be classified within the following .types:

Fixed Debris:

Transient Debris:

Latent Debris:

Coatings Debris:

Fixed debris includes materials that are part of the plant by design, which when
subjected to the direct effects of a high energy line break could be damaged or
destroyed and become a potential source of transportable debris.

Transient debris is non-permanent debris that is brought into the containment,
typically during outages. This type of debris includes rags, tools, sheeting, plastic
bags, pens/pencils, temporary filters, tapes, etc. Transient debris is primarily
controlled by Foreign Material Exclusion (FME) and housekeeping programs. Due
to transient debris being removed from containment following an outage, it is not
documented as a post-LOCA debris source in the walkdown report.

Latent debris consists of materials inside containment that may become a potential
debris source as a result of degradation due to the effects of exposure to post-LOCA
environmental conditions inside the containment. These sources include tapes,
labels, zip ties, tags, iron oxide sludge and other materials that are not qualified for
exposure to post-LOCA environment. Latent debris also includes dust, dirt, and lint
that would not be apparent to the casual observer.

Coatings debris consists of paint or other coatings applied on walls, floors, structural
steel, equipment, electrical panels, etc. that may degrade over time or when exposed
to post-LOCA environment. These degraded coatings could potentially dislodge
and become transportable debris.

Reactive Material: Fine precipitates - generally compounds of aluminum, calcium, and silicon - can
form from reactions with leaching chemicals from the containment's potential
reactive materials. Potentially reactive drywell materials include Aluminum, Zinc,
Nickel, and Carbon Steel.

2.2 The Containment walkdown shall be performed to include the following potential debris sources.

Piping and Equipment Thermal Insulation (commonly used):

" Calcium Silicate (asbestos and
non-asbestos)

" Reflective Metal Insulation
(RMI) or Mirror Insulation

" NUKON®

" Armaflex

" TempMatTM

" Min-K

" Kaowool

" Koolphen-K®

" Fiberfrax

" FiberMat

" Unibestos Block

" Mineral Wool Blocks/Blankets
(Turbine Felt)

" Corning Uni-Jac (Foamglas)

" Refractory Mineral Fiber (Cerafelt)

" Vi-Cryl C, CP-12-1

" Microtherm

Other Fibrous Debris
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" 3M type Fire Wrap

* Miscellaneous items that are Of relative weak structure which may be easily damaged by a high
energy fluid jet (e.g. equipment filters)

* Conduit thermal protection insulation

* Cable tray fire barrier stops (on cable trays)

* Fibrous insulation inside electrical junction boxes and electrical penetrations.

* Fibrous damming materials used in Fire Stops and Penetration Seals (Cerafiber, Cerablanket,
Ceraform, Kaowool, Fiberfrax, Durablanket, Duraboard, etc.)

Latent Debris (does not include transient debris that will be removed under FME guidance)

" Miscellaneous loose debris (e.g., gloves, plastic wrap, cloth, wire, rags, plastic tubes from tube
lights, tape, labels and paper), that could potentially transport to the Suppression Pool strainer.

* Dirt, loose paint chips, etc.

* Rust on piping, equipment and structural steel

* Iron oxide sludge

* Plastic sheathing on flexible conduits and cabling

* Tape used for markings on conduits and cables

* Lead Wool Blankets

* Labels on valves, equipment, cable trays, etc. that may be susceptible to destruction or de-
-lamination due to exposure to LOCA fluid jets or long term LOCA environment in the
containment.

(Total quantity of such debris in the containment will be estimated based on the data for the
walkdown areas indicated in Section 4.0)..

Coatings Debris

a Degraded coatings

* Unqualified coatings (including coatings classified as 'indeterminate')

(BWRs should review their coatings programs to confirm that it includes appropriate elements to
ensure ongoing qualification of their coating systems.)

Potential Reactive Metal / Material (e.g., Aluminum) Sources

* Ladders

* Aluminum-based RMI

* Instrument Enclosures and Electrical Junction Boxes

* Seismic Monitoring Equipment

* Paint

* Neutron Detectors and Associated Conduit

* Lighting Fixtures
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3.0 WALKDOWN OBJECTIVE

The objective of the field walkdowns is to:

a. Identify and document the type, location and extent of various types of potential debris sources
inside the containment.

b. Review and document the areas in the vicinity of the Suppression Pool strainer.

c. Collection of latent debris samples (not transient debris).

The insulation and foreign material walkdown will identify insulation and other fibrous or particulate
materials (fire wrap, fire barriers, penetration seals, etc.) on piping, structures, and equipment. Each
debris source will be recorded and its location will be documented in walkdown packages. Walkdown
packages will include type, amount, location (on plant drawings if available), photographs (if available)
and the plant area associated with the "Area Map." The Area Map is a set of plan-view diagrams of the
plant with partitioned areas at different floor elevations of the containment. The Area Map should be
generated by the walkdown team during pre-planning (see Attachment E for an example). The field
walkdown shall document the as-found/installed arrangement.

The coatings walkdown will identify and document the location and current condition of 'indeterminate'
and 'unqualified' coatings. These coatings will be identified based on review of available plant
documentation.

The floor area in the vicinity of the Suppression Pool strainer will be reviewed and documented with
sketches and photographs to provide support for potential future modifications.

Foreign materials such as temporary equipment (only the equipment that will be left in containment),
tape, and equipment labels will be identified by type, connection method, size, total area (sqft for
tags/tape), and their location. As much additional information (material, weight, quantity, etc.) will be
obtained in order to evaluate the potential impact on the Suppression Pool strainer. Photographs will be
taken, except in cases where access is not possible. The assembled information will be included in the
walkdown documentation.

Foreign Materials such as dirt, dust, and lint will be identified by sample collection as described in
Section 8.5. The sample locations, weight before and after, and sample collected area will be included in
the walkdown documentation. If a specific area appears to be significantly dirty, the plant personnel
should be notified for possible clean up. Miscellaneous transient debris will be identified along with its
type and location to enable notification of plant personnel for cleanup and disposal.

The reactive metals / materials walkdown will identify and document the location and extent of the
sources of aluminum and/or other reactive materials with respect to chemical effects inside the
containment. The sources of reactive materials will be categorized as submerged, in the spray zone, or
above the spray zone.
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4.0 WALKDOWN AREAS

The walkdown shall include all accessible areas of the containment. Areas of specific concern are:

" Areas containing insulated piping and equipment

" Areas containing high energy lines

* Areas near the Suppression Pool and flow paths leading to the Suppression Pool

* Areas that may experience direct impingement from the containment spray

The procedure will address the three BWR Types for possible debris sources. Each BWR Type has
different areas. Specific types of walkdowns will be addressed for each area as discussed below.

LBWR Type Mark I Mark II

Walkdown Drywell Drywell
Areas Torus (Suppression Pool) Wetwell (Suppression Pool)

Mark III

Dr well

Containment (Suppression Pool) I
The walkdown of the Drywell will address:

* Thermal insulation

" Fire Barrier and Fire Stop type insulation

" Latent Dirt / Dust / Fiber

* Tags / Labels / Stickers, etc.

" Coatings

" Reactive Metals / Materials

The walkdown of the Torus / Wetwell / Containment will address:

" Thermal insulation - Note jacketed insulation may be discounted if the jacket provides sufficient
protections from sprays and washdown such that no additional debris (including chemical effects)
may be generated.

* Latent Dirt / Dust / Fiber

" Tags / Labels / Stickers, etc.

" Coatings

" Reactive Metals / Materials
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5.0 RECOMMENDED WALKDOWN TOOLS

The following are recommended items to aid in the performance of the walkdowns:

" Layout drawings (e.g., general arrangement, piping, or cable tray location drawings)

* Piping isometric drawings for markup

* Process diagrams for markup

* Radiation protection survey drawings

* X-ray fluoroscopy device or equivalent device that can identify aluminum versus other metals
(Optional)

" Magnet *

" Flashlights and/or flood lights *

* Ladders and/or Personal fall protection *

* Cameras (digital, Polaroid, 35mm, video camera)

* Tape measure (folding stick and/or retracting tape) *

" Carrying bags (for transporting drawings, pens, etc.) *

* Pens and/or markers

* Masslinn® Cloth

" Sample Bags (for collected debris)

" Scale (capable of measuring a minimum of 1 / 1 0 th a gram)
" Obtained from tool crib(s) inside containment.
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6.0 TEAM MEMBERS

The walkdown team will consist of at least two members. The team will have a designated team leader
who will be responsible for ensuring that the walkdowns are consistent with this procedure. The
walkdown teams may consist of engineers, insulators, electricians (to open electrical boxes), and radiation
protection personnel, as required.
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7.0 PREPARATION

7.1 ALARA

Walkdown teams shall coordinate and meet with Radiation Protection (RP) to incorporate As Low As
Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) principles. Review with RP the scope of the walkdown, various
locations, number of personnel, applicable Radiation Work Permit (RWP) requirements, and other
pertinent issues.

7.2 Review Reference Materials

Prior to entry into the containment building, the individual walkdown teams will review plant
drawings, specifications, calculations, equipment qualification reports, vendor manuals and reports
related to insulation/debris sources, coating systems, reactive materials and Suppression Pool strainer
design to become familiar with the associated containment areas. This will help develop a familiarity
with the areas and an understanding of where in the area the walkdown will be focused. Surrogate
tours and existing photographs will also be used (if available) to review the area of interest.

7.3 Review Insulation Types

Review with plant personnel, and be able to differentiate the various types of insulation that are
expected to be observed inside containment. Some examples are as follows:

e Reflective Metal Insulation (RMI)
or Mirror Insulation

* Calcium Silicate
Non-Asbestos)

" Fiberglass

SMin-K

* Foam

(Asbestos and

* Temp Mat

* Uni-Jac (Foam Glass)

* Mineral Wool Blocks and Blankets

* Refractory Mineral Fiber

* Kaowool

* Microtherm

7.4 Review the different types and details of construction ofjacketing material for insulation inside
containment. Some examples are as follows:

* Stainless steel jacket (recognize the
standard installation configuration
of the SS jacket, e.g., the seam is
located at either at 2 o'clock or 10
o'clock with a 2" overlap and the
seam is generally located toward the
wall, away from view)

" Stainless steel mesh

" Aluminum jacket #

" PVC

" Fiberglass/Asbestos lagging fabric

" Silicon coated liner cloth

This type of insulation jacketing should not be installed inside containment

7.5 Review the different methods of insulation attachment and spacing of fasteners/attachments. Some
examples are as follows:

* Bands * Insulating tapes (both fabric and metallic)

* Tie wires

* Buckles

e Fastening hardware (screws, rivets)
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7.6 Review the different type of coating systems utilized inside the reactor containment buildings. Some
examples are as follows:

Epoxy / Epoxy Phenolic e Alkyd Enamel

* High Temp. Aluminum I * Inorganic Zinc

7.7 Review the different types of potential reactive metals / materials. Be familiar with their appearance
and properties (e.g., magnetic properties and relative weight/density):

* Aluminum * Zinc

* Nickel * Carbon steel
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8.0 WALKDOWN

8.1 General

The containment walkdowns will be conducted as five tasks. Task 1 will be insulation (thermal, fire,
etc.) walkdowns; Task 2 will be the coatings walkdown; Task 3 will be the Suppression Pool area
walkdown; Task 4 will be the foreign materials walkdown; and Task 5 will be the reactive
metals/materials walkdown. These tasks may be conducted simultaneously and may utilize the
available personnel interchangeably as required.

A comprehensive walkdown report will be developed summarizing the results of these five tasks. The
report will review the types, location, and thickness of insulation materials, other potential debris
materials such as fire barriers, latent debris, labels, reactive materials, etc. The report will contain (at a
minimum) five attachments providing the appropriate documentation for each task. These will include
the insulation/debris walkdown packages, qualitative estimates of qualified, unqualified and
indeterminate containment coatings, Suppression Pool area walkdown results, foreign materials report,
latent debris samples and quantity calculations, and the reactive metals / materials report.

8.2 Task 1: Insulation (Thermal, Fire, etc.)

8.2.1 Thermal Piping & Equipment Insulation

Utilize plant reference materials (drawings, specs, radiation maps, photographs, etc.) as necessary
to prepare for the containment building insulation walkdowns. Preparation includes identifying the
areas to be surveyed and the expected piping and equipment within those areas. Identifying the
anticipated sources within an area prior to performing the walkdown of the area reduces the chances
of missing or overlooking needed details, which might require an additional entry into the area.

While performing the walkdowns, careful attention should be given to overhead areas and those
areas obscured by equipment and piping.

Document the sources of insulation with photographs, field measurements, and associated field
notes. The extent of the documentation will be determined by the accessibility of the sources, with
consideration for maintaining personnel exposure ALARA. Record the type of insulation and other
details, including information such as the identification of transitions from one insulation type to
another (i.e., temp-mat vs. NUKON or Transco fibrous insulation, or cal-sil vs. unibestos block
insulation), insulation OD measurements, insulation thicknesses (where available), and the details
of the jacketing. Elastomer or other types of anti-sweat insulation should also be documented.
Once a comprehensive list of insulation types has been identified, the as-fabricated and microscopic
densities should be recorded for each type of insulation.

Documentation/verification should include the following as applicable:

" Piping line numbers

" Piping layout as indicated on the drawings is in general agreement with the piping 'as-built'
configuration

" Insulation type and location (piping, valves, penetrations, cable trays, HVAC ducts, etc.)

Location of the piping or equipment in the plant (identify on plant drawings or provide
drawing markups, to the extent possible)

• Insulation thickness/pipe size

• Length (and width, if appropriate) of insulation
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The type of jacketing or wrapping and the details of construction (spot-welding or reinforced

jacketing, etc) as appropriate

* The method used to band the insulation, if appropriate

* The spacing of bands used, if appropriate

* General condition of insulation (report any significant discrepancies)

* Other relevant information regarding the type and installation of insulation

Documentation of new insulation should include, as a minimum, a marked-up set of drawings
showing different insulation types and the above information. In addition, the use of a video
camera, still pictures and/or digital photographs of the insulation, jacketing, wrapping and how the
jacketing and wrapping are secured/fastened to piping is also helpful for future reference.

8.2.2 Other Fibrous/Particulate Debris

Other fibrous and/or particulate debris sources may be identified during pre-planning, or they may
be identified during the walkdown. These sources will be documented in the same manner as the
insulation sources. Document the type of debris in detail, including information such as the
location, the associated System, Structures, and Components (SSC), and the identification of
transitions from one debris type to another. Documentation should include the following to the
extent possible:

* Type of debris source

" Sketch or drawing markup to show location of the debris source

* Characteristics of the debris source (e.g., thickness, texture, visible degradation, etc.)

* Length (and width, if appropriate) of debris source

" General condition of debris source

" Other relevant information regarding the type and installation of debris source.

Documentation should include, as a minimum, a marked-up set of drawings or sketches showing
location and extent of the fibrous debris source. In addition, the use of a video camera, still pictures
and/or digital photographs of the insulation, jacketing, wrapping and how the jacketing and
wrapping are secured/fastened is also helpful for future reference.

Inspection and documentation will also include other items such as 3M Fire Wrap, Marinite cable
tray fire separation materials, fibrous material inside electrical junction boxes, etc. Document the
locations in the associated walkdown package for any such items.

NOTE: Access to electrical junction boxes shall be provided, if required, by authorized
plant personnel supporting the walkdown teams. The need to examine the interior
of electrical junctions boxes will be determined by discussions with knowledgeable
plant personnel and visual examination during the field walkdowns. Where no
prior information is available concerning potential fibrous material inside electrical
equipment, only those items that (through visual examination) are thought to
potentially contain fibrous material will be examined.
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8.3 Task 2: Coatings

Utilizing available plant documentation, identify qualified, unqualified, and indeterminate coatings
systems used within containment. Determine to the maximum extent possible the type of coatings,
thickness, number of coats applied, etc. Inspect the condition of the coatings on walls, floors, building
steel, equipment, electrical panels, conduits, cable trays, etc., to generically identify and evaluate the
condition of the coatings. Document using digital photographs or other means any visual evidence of
degradation such as cracking, flaking, peeling, de-lamination, etc. Prepare a qualitative estimate of
indeterminate and unqualified containment coatings.

8.4 Task 3: Suppression Pool Area

Review the general area in and around the Suppression Pool strainer and document with photos and
sketches to assist with potential future modifications. This effort is not a formal 'as-builting' of the
Suppression Pool strainer and Suppression Pool area.

8.5 Task 4: Foreign Materials (Latent and Transient Debris)

Identification of foreign materials will generally occur during the course of the walkdowns. These are
usually random, or 'area wide' items whose locations and quantities are not specifically documented in
plant records. Identify and document the debris type including the plant location. For items such as
labels or tape markings distributed over a large area, an estimate of the distributed quantities in a
specified area can be made. Such data can then be used to calculate the total quantities in various
containment areas using statistical means.

Inspect the general area for any relatively weak, permanently installed components, which have the
potential of becoming dislodged by pipe break jet impingement, and which would be easily transported
to the Suppression Pool. Also identify temporary equipment (scaffolding, ladders, insulation material,
lead shielding, Herculite, toolboxes, etc.) that will be left in containment. Document the location, size
and other available characteristics in order to support assessment of the equipment as a potential debris
source and/or its impact on flow patterns.

8.5.1 Sample Collection Support (Dirt, Dust, and Lint)

Collection of samples can be accomplished by swipe samples that are weighed before and after
collection to determine the total mass of debris within a measured area. Samples taken by scraping
with a metal blade or sweeping with a bristle-type brush will not adequately collect the full range of
debris. To complete a full survey of the containment, the necessary categories to be surveyed must
first be defined using the guidance provided by NEI 04-07 (Reference 11.3), including vertical and
horizontal surfaces and then a minimum of 3 samples from each category must be obtained. Sample
location should be selected in accordance with the NEI guidance (Attachment C) and should
consider the statistical analysis guidance (Attachment D). The concentrated dirt, dust, and lint could
be found at the top of cable trays, top of HVAC ducts, top of structural members, top of panels, or
tops of equipment (these items will be inspected when they are accessible by reasonable means
without the aid of a ladder). It is anticipated that 35 to 45 samples will need to be taken. NOTE:
Sample areas for lightly soiled surfaces (typically vertical surfaces) can be as large as 200 sqft or
more as required.

It is recommended that potential sample locations should be identified during walkdowns prior to
sampling efforts. Care and planning should be taken to ensure the minimum 3 samples per category
are obtained. In support of ALARA, the sample locations, once identified, should be analyzed to
determine the most direct, safe, and low dose route throughout the containment. Coordination prior
to the walkdown with RP to discuss the activities and extent of this effort is recommended.
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The following steps are suggested for the collection of samples:

1) Prepare sample collection media:

" Obtain Masslinn® Cloth (or equal).

* Obtain a large plastic bag, preferably those that are able to be sealed (ZIP lock or other).

* Place the cloth and/or anything that will be used in the collection of the sample inside the
plastic bag.

" Weigh the entire media and mark on the plastic bag with a permanent marker the weight
before sampling.

* Discussions with RP and plant personnel should be conducted before entering the
containment to communicate the intended activities and insure a way to accurately measure
contaminated sample weights.

" NOTE: Use of 'tacky' cloth should be used sparingly, if at all. Heavy use of 'tacky' cloth

can leave behind resin on the containment surface and negatively affect final weights.

2) Collection of samples:

* Locate the sample collection area with the most appropriate and conservative representative
area of the category surface.

* Measure the area that will be sampled and record with a permanent marker on the plastic bag.

" The size of the area sampled depends on the relative cleanliness of the surface. For vertical
surfaces that contain very little dirt/dust, an area as large as 200 ft2 may be required to
achieve a measurable sample weight. For horizontal surfaces that tend to collect more
dirt/dust, an area of 1 ft2 to 4 ft2 should be sufficient. For structural steel members beneath
grating, even smaller areas can be sampled.

" Take pictures of the area if possible before and after sample collection. Attempt to use either
permanent or temporary boundaries to visually communicate the sample area, i.e., tape or
walls.

* Attempt to collect all debris present within the sample area into the plastic bag. When
finished, place the Masslinn8' Cloth, and/or all other media used inside the plastic bag. Make
a note of the estimated quantity of debris picked up over the sample area.

3) Data Retrieval.

* Weigh the entire media and mark on the plastic bag with a permanent marker the weight after
sampling.

* The weight before and after, the sample location, and sample area should be recorded.

The Plant Containment Walkdown Project Manager should be provided with details of the general

cleanliness review for possible clean up coordination with the responsible plant personnel.

8.5.2 Tags and Labels Walkdown

This walkdown will identify typical sources of tags, method of attachment, and/or labels that are in
containment.
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Document the sources of tags and labels with photographs, field measurements, and associated field
notes. The extent of the documentation will be determined by the accessibility of the tags and
labels, with consideration for maintaining personnel exposure ALARA. Record all information for
each type (size, type, total number, type of attachment, and material) that is deemed necessary to
complete the task.

In addition, the use of a video camera, to document the tags and labels within the containment
building would also be helpful for future reference.

8.6 Task 5: Reactive Metals / Materials Walkdown

Utilize plant reference materials (drawings, specs, radiation maps, photographs, etc.) as necessary to
prepare for the containment building reactive materials walkdown. Preparation includes identifying the
areas to be surveyed and the expected sources of reactive materials. Identifying the anticipated sources
within an area prior to performing the walkdown of the area reduces the chances of missing or
overlooking needed details, which might require an additional entry into the area. While performing
the walkdown, careful attention should be given to overhead areas and those areas obscured by
equipment and piping. In addition to walking down the areas of containment that contain known
sources of reactive materials (based on BWR plant documentation), a general walkdown of all
accessible areas that may contribute debris to the suppression pool of the containment will be
performed to identify other potential sources of reactive materials that may not be contained in the
plant documentation.

Document the sources of reactive metals / materials with photographs, field measurements, and
associated field notes. The extent of the documentation will be determined by the accessibility of the
sources, with consideration for maintaining personnel exposure ALARA. Record all information that
is deemed necessary to complete the task. This information should include:

* Location in the containment building
* All necessary dimensions needed to calculate the surface area and mass of reactive materials
* Photos of reactive material sources
* Determination on whether some sources of reactive material can be relatively easily removed

from the submerged zone and/or shielded from spray
* Other relevant information
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9.0 POST PROCESSING

Documentation of the debris results from the walkdown:

Estimate, quantify, and locate all debris sources including insulation, coating, dirt, dust, lint, and potential
reactive metals / materials to support future analyses.

As discussed previously the containment walkdowns will be conducted as five tasks. A comprehensive
walkdown report will be developed summarizing the results of these five tasks. The report will review
the types, location, and thickness of insulation materials, and other potential debris materials such as fire
barriers, coatings, latent debris, labels, reactive materials, etc. The report will contain (at a minimum)
five attachments providing the appropriate documentation for each task. These will include the
insulation/debris walkdown packages, qualitative estimates of qualified, unqualified, and indeterminate
containment coatings, Suppression Pool area walkdown results, foreign materials, latent debris samples
and quantity calculations, and the reactive metals/materials summary. Additional attachments may
include the walkdown procedure used, training records, walkdown team members, the area map, and
other pertinent information that may not be retrievable in documentation control.

9.1 Task 1: Insulation (Thermal, Fire, etc.)

Due to the large quantity of insulation typically found in the containment, a master spreadsheet
documenting the essential results of each walkdown package is suggested; see Attachment B as an
example spreadsheet. Each walkdown package shall include the type, location, jacketing, jacketing
fasteners, and amount of the insulation. Walkdown packages shall be design verified (see Attachment
A as an example walkdown package cover page). For insulation installed on piping, it is suggested that
the package record the inside diameter, outside diameter, and length of the insulation used to determine
the total volume. The mass of the insulation should be determined and recorded using the as-fabricated
density. This information will be useful if future modifications to pipe insulation are made at the plant.
The use of drafting bubbles for documenting the insulation location on drawings is recommended.
Drawing types include P&IDs, plan-views, isometrics, and original insulation design and/or
manufacture's drawings as they are available.

Walkdown packages should be arranged according to area as assigned in the Area Map. The Area Map
shall be formally documented either as part of the insulation attachment or as a separate attachment
within the walkdown report (see Attachment E for an Area Map example).

9.2 Task 2: Coatings

Document the qualified coatings systems used within the plant. Each identified unqualified coating
location shall be documented. Use of generic statements for multiple original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) coatings such as, "enamel coating found on lamp shade reflectors in various locations, 30 sqft"
are acceptable. To the extent possible, document the unqualified coatings dry film thickness and dry
density. A summary shall be provided which includes the total area and mass for each unqualified and
indeterminate coating type, e.g., epoxy, inorganic zinc, alkyd, etc.

9.3 Task 3: Suppression Pool Area

Pictures, sketches, and available plant design drawings shall be documented to facilitate conceptual
design of additional hardware if pursued in the future. It is suggested a plan-view drawing of the
walkdown area be provided marked with camera location and direction for the various photographs.
Physical measurements shall be documented by sketch or shown on plant drawings.
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9.4 Task 4: Foreign Materials (Latent and Transient Debris)

A summary table shall be provided documenting the mass of each debris type. At a minimum, tags,

labels, and dirt/dust amounts shall be documented.

9.4.1 Sample Collection Support (Dirt, Dust, and Lint)

Once samples have been collected and weighed in accordance with section 8.5.1 a table should be
constructed documenting the location, sample area, sample weight, and collection efficiency. Once
completed, statistical analysis is recommended to determine a 95% confidence interval of the plant
debris density per area for each category. Refer to Attachment D for guidance on statistical
analysis. The area for each category should be calculated using plant drawings. HVAC, cable tray,
or other systems drawings may be useful in this effort. Subsequently, the total dirt, dust, and lint
within the containment may be calculated.

9.4.2 Tags and Labels Walkdown

It is recommended that each type of Tag, Label, Tape, Stickers and other materials of this nature be
documented by photograph or written description. An average area for each type should be
assigned. Once assigned, the tally for each tag type may be tabulated per area of the containment
and a total area may be determined. Tags with the same dimensions and materials, but differing in
attachment method, would be considered different types and should be documented accordingly.

9.4.3 Miscellaneous Debris

Foreign Materials that do not fall within sections 9.4.1 and 9.4.2 should be documented as
appropriate. Material, weight, size, and location should be documented at a minimum. For
example, if zip ties are present within the containment, they should be estimated. The material and
its quality level (Qualified / Unqualified) should be documented at a minimum.

9.5 Task 5: Reactive Metals / Materials Walkdown

The purpose of the reactive materials walkdown is to identify and quantify the reactive materials inside
containment that could potentially contribute chemical precipitates to the suppression pool. The
Reactive Metals/Materials Walkdown attachment report should document the findings of the reactive
materials walkdowns and summarize the quantity of reactive materials with respect to surface area and
mass that is submerged, in the spray zone, or above the spray zone. The report should also include
recommendations to help plant personnel minimize the quantity of reactive materials inside
containment.

Documentation/verification should include the following as applicable:

* Photos of reactive material sources
* Location in the containment building
* Mass and surface area calculations
* Basis for why each component was documented as containing reactive materials
* Determination on whether some sources of reactive material can be relatively easily removed

from the submerged zone and/or shielded from spray
* Other relevant information
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10.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS

10.1 All work, including walkdowns, analysis, and documentation, shall be performed in accordance
with a Quality Assurance Program that meets the provisions of 10CFR50, Appendix B.

10.2 Any condition(s) which may be considered adverse to quality that is discovered during these
containment walkdowns shall be immediately reported to the walkdown Project Manager for
evaluation under the facilities Corrective Action Program that will include a review for
reportability under the provisions of 10 CFR Part 21.
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ATTACHMENT A

EXAMPLE CONTAINMENT INSULATION DEBRIS

WALKDOWN PACKAGE COVER PAGE



CONTAINMENT INSULATION DEBRIS
WALKDOWN PACKAGE

XXX Nuclear Power Plant
UNIT No.

WALKDOWN PACKAGE No.: PAGE: _ OF
DATE:i AREA: RWP NO.:

ELEV:

INSPECTORS: I Print Name(s):

REF. MATERIALS: Piping & Equipment Drawings: Cable Tray Drawings:

Tools:
Drawings
Flashlights
Ladders
Cameras
Binoculars
Tape measure
Sample bags
Pens/markers

INSPECTION LIST:

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION
1 Verify installation of insulation as per documented in provided insulation tables.
2 Inspect and mark up layout drawings to show any undocumented insulation.
3 Inspect and determine longitudinal seam location and band spacing if necessary.
4 Document any irregularities of the general condition of the piping insulation.
$ Inspect and mark up layout drawings to show any undocumented fibrous insulation (e.g., within rupture

restraints).
6 Inspect and mark up cable tray drawings to show location of fire barriers (vertical and horizontal).
7 Inspect the area for any weak components that could be dislodged by jet and that could be transported to sump.
8 Inspect any quipment insulation in the area.
9 Inspect and document the general cleanliness of the area.
10 Inspect and verify any fibrous materials inside electrical components and cabinets

I_ COMMENTS

i

.4.

I,

-I.

4.

-4.

Prepared By:

Checked By:

/

/

Date:

Date:

Report No. GE-002-PR-01, Rev. 0 Attachment A, Page. 2 of 2
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ATTACHMENT B

EXAMPLE CONTAINMENT INSULATION DEBRIS

SPREADSHEET
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ATTACHMENT C

EXCERPTS FOR DIRT, DUST, & LINT SAMPLING
EFFORTS FROM NEI 04-07 VOLUMES 1 & 2
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NEI 04-07

PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR
SUMP PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

METHODOLOGY

Revision 0
December 2004

Volume 1 -Pressurized Water Reactor Sump
Performance Evaluation Methodology

Volume 2 - Safety Evaluation by the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation Related to NRC Generic Letter 2004-02, Revision
0, December 6, 2004
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1

I
I
I
I

I
I

Table 3-3. Coating Debris Characteristics

Generic Coating Material Density Characteristic Size Characteristic Size
Material (lb/ft3) (wim) (ft)

Inorganic Zinc (IOZ) 457 10l) 3.28E-05("

Epoxy and Epoxy 94 25(2) 8.20E-05(2)

Phenolic Coating
Chips (outside ZOI)

Epoxy and Epoxy 94 10(l) 3.28E-05(')
Phenolic Coating
Particles (in ZOI)

Alkyd Coating 98 loll) 3.28E-05(')

Aluminum 90 10(2) 3.28E-05(2)

1. Spherical particle diameter

2. Flat plate thickness

2 3.5 LATENT DEBRIS

3 3.5.1 Discussion

4 The potential for latent debris in containment during plant operation that may impact head loss
5 across the emergency core cooling sump screens should be considered. Therefore, it is necessary
6 to determine the types, quantities, and locations of latent debris sources.

7 Due to the variations in containment design and size from unit to unit, many miscellaneous
8 sources should be evaluated on a plant-specific basis. It is not appropriate for the licensees to say
9 that their foreign materials exclusion (FME) programs can entirely eliminate sources of
0 miscellaneous debris unless plant-specific walkdowns verify this. Plant-specific walkdown

11 results can be used to determine a conservative amount of dust and dirt to be included in the
.2 debris source term. The walkdown will not be able to directly measure this type of debris.
.3 However, it is possible to quantify the amount of debris with additional steps.

.4 It is recommended that the following activities be performed to quantify the amount of latent

.5 debris inside containment:

.6 0 Calculate the horizontal and vertical surface areas inside containment. This

.7 calculation will determine the total area with the potential for accumulation of

.8 debris.

9 Evaluate the resident debris buildup. It is necessary to determine the amount of
20 debris present on surfaces inside containment.

1 Define the debris characteristics. This information will be used in subsequent steps
22 of the sump performance evaluation.
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1 0 Calculate the total quantity and composition of debris. This information will also be
2 used in subsequent steps of the sump performance evaluation, such as evaluation of
3 the transport of latent debris to the sump screen and the resulting head loss.

4 Detailed guidance for accomplishing the recommended activities for quantification of the

5 amount of latent debris is provided below.

6 3.5.2 Baseline Approach

7 Latent debris is a contributor to head loss across the sump screen and should be evaluated
8 accordingly. Information is provided in the guidance below to evaluate the quantity of latent
9 debris with sufficient rigor to eliminate excessive conservatism. Note, however, that in many

10 cases, the contribution to head loss by latent debris will be small in comparison to that caused by
11 debris from other sources such as insulation materials. In these cases, latent debris will not
12 determine the course of action for mitigating ECCS sump strainer issues.

13 The impact on the results of the sump performance evaluation as a whole should be considered
14 before performing an extremely rigorous analysis of latent debris loading. While it is possible to
15 evaluate the effects of latent debris to a high degree of detail, use of conservative strategies is
16 recommended. Furthermore, the use of conservative strategies in the evaluation of latent debris
17 effects can provide for more head loss analysis margin and can improve operational flexibility if
18 sump modifications are made.

19 3.5.2.1 Estimate Horizontal and Vertical Surface Area Inside Containment

20 Estimates are made of the horizontal and vertical surface areas. Vertical surfaces such as walls
21 and sides of equipment are considered although a significant amount of debris does not typically
22 collect on vertical surfaces in the absence of factors that promote adhesion of solids to the
23 surface.

24 The following is a sample of the surfaces that are included in the surface area estimate:

25 0 Floor area
26 0 Walls
27 0 Cable trays
28 0 Major ductwork
29 0 Control rod drive mechanism coolers
30 0 Tops of reactor coolant pumps
31 0 Equipment (such as valve operators, air handlers, etc.)

32 Other surfaces should be included as appropriate for plant-specific applications (junction boxes,
33 etc.).
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1 Use the following guidance in the calculations:

2 1. Flat surfaces are considered to be floors, cable trays, AOV diaphragms, and other
3 flat or nearly flat surfaces. The bases for this are:

4 Unless the surface is highly convoluted (e.g., a heat exchanger or similar
5 device), assuming a flat surface will not have a significant effect on the
6 surface area calculation. Furthermore, the area projected onto the horizontal
7 plane by the surface would be the key determining factor for the settling and
8 accumulation of debris. For example, while a series of heat exchanger fins
9 may have a large surface area, a significant percentage of that area could be

10 vertical which would preclude accumulation of debris on much of the surface
11 area.

12 The surface area calculations are greatly simplified if the intricacies of
13 surfaces are not explicitly accounted for.

14 2. Half of the surface area of round surfaces such as conduits and ladder rungs is used.
15 The basis for this assumption is that the lower half of the surface area is either
16 inverted or tangent to the vertical plane, so accumulation of debris in this area does
17 not occur. In reality, it is likely that the percentage of surface area susceptible to
18 debris accumulation is less than half, because it is unlikely that debris would
19 remain on the regions of the surface that are nearly vertical.

20 3. Ten. percent of the vertical surfaces inside containment is used. The basis for this
21 assumption is that accumulation of debris on vertical surfaces will typically not
22 occur, but is considered for conservatism. Although walls are considered, the
23 containment dome itself is not considered. Debris accumulation on this surface is
24 precluded because it is inverted or tangent to the vertical plane.

25 4. Perform thorough calculations to determine the surface area to be considered for
26 each area of containment. The information needed to perform the calculations can
27 be obtained through plant drawings (plans) and photographic evidence obtained
28 during containment walkdowns.

29 5. If exact dimensions are unavailable, use estimated dimensions. Acceptable sources
30 of estimated dimensions are plant drawings (plans) that do not include explicit
31 dimensions for the component in question (i.e., a representation of the component
32 is shown but not detailed) and photographic evidence. Conservatively large values
33 shall be used when dimensions are estimated and bases for the values used shall be
34 provided.
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1 3.5.2.2 Evaluate Resident Debris Buildup

2 Although recent sampling of surfaces inside containment at a number of plants indicated that it is
3 likely that the maximum mass of latent debris inside containment is less than 200 pounds, it is
4 recommended that a survey of the containment be performed, with the objective of determining
5 the quantity of latent debris.

6 Surveying the containment for latent debris will ensure that higher-than-average debris loads are
7 accounted for and will allow plants to take advantage of smaller latent debris loading if lower
8 quantities are present.

9 Note that it will be necessary to perform periodic surveys (as part of outage efforts) to validate
10 that there has been no significant change in the latent debris load inside containment. This
11 evaluation of the presence of foreign material is described in NEI-02-01 (Reference 2). The
12 necessary rigor of these surveys is dependent on the effectiveness of the licensee's FME and
13 housekeeping programs with respect to containment cleanliness. If the licensee has rigorous
14 programs in place to control the cleanliness of containment and documents the condition of
15 containment following an outage, it is adequate to perform inspections and limited sampling of
16 surfaces. If the cleanliness of containment is not controlled through rigorous programs, or if the
17 programs in place do not address all areas of containment, it is necessary to perform more
18 comprehensive surveys.

19 3.5.2.2.1 Evaluate the Resident Debris Buildup on Surfaces

20 To quantify the amount of latent debris on horizontal surfaces in containment, determine the
21 thickness of the debris layer on a surface and the surface area the layer covers. This information
22 can be used with the macroscopic debris density (with respect to volume) to determine the mass
23 of debris present.

24 Use the following steps to evaluate the resident debris buildup on horizontal surfaces:

25 1. Divide containment into areas, based on the presence of robust barriers. This will
26 allow differing (from section to section) latent debris concentrations and
27 compositions to be adequately represented and will facilitate subsequent debris
28 transport calculations. Examples of appropriate areas include:

29 0 Accumulator rooms
30 * In-core instrumentation room
31 0 Loop subcompartments
32 * Steam generator or pressurizer subcompartments

33 2. Determine representative surfaces for each section of containment. For each
34 section, this involves defining survey areas of known dimensions. The number of
35 sampling areas examined per section of containment must be determined on a
36 plant-specific basis. Use the following guidance to select representative surfaces:
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1 0 If the worst surface in a given section can be readily identified, it is
2 acceptable to use that surface to represent the entire section. For example, if
3 little or no debris is present on the surfaces in a section except for one, that
4 one surface can be used to represent the debris accumulation in the entire
5 section.

6 0 If multiple surfaces have debris accumulation with different compositions
7 and thicknesses, it is necessary to sample each of the surfaces to adequately
8 represent the latent debris load for that section.

9 0 If the area has a uniform and homogeneous latent debris load, a convenient
10 surface can be chosen as the representative surface.

11 3. Survey the representative surfaces in each section to measure the debris quantity.
12 Take care to ensure that all health physics procedures are followed for any samples
13 collected. Two strategies are recommended.

14 * Collect the debris using equipment that will allow measurement of the
15 quantity of debris at a later time. The volume of debris collected is then
16 divided by the surface area to determine the thickness of the debris layer.

17 The collection method should allow estimation of the debris layer thickness
18 and not change the macroscopic density of the debris that is collected. An
19 acceptable method for collection is the use of swipes to remove the debris
20 from the area in question. Since there is the potential to damage samples
21 during the collection process, take care to not destroy or otherwise change the
22 physical properties of the debris.

23 * Measure or estimate the thickness of the debris layer directly. Since it is
24 unlikely that a measurement device (such as calipers) can determine the layer
25 thickness directly, it is recommended that the layer thickness be determined
26 by comparison to an object of known or measurable thickness. Since the
27 debris layers are expected to be quite thin (mils or fractions of mils),
28 comparison to objects like sheets of paper or very thin sheets of metal is
29 recommended.

30 While it is possible to determine the thickness of the debris layer to an acceptable
31 degree of accuracy, it may be difficult to accomplish, even if the debris layer is of
32 uniform thickness and homogeneous composition. Therefore, care should be taken
33 in the measuring process to achieve the most accurate results possible.

34 4. Calculate the thickness of the debris layer, based on the quantity of debris collected
35 and the surface area of the sampling area.
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1 3.5.2.2.2 Evaluate the Quantity of Other Miscellaneous Debris

2 In addition to determining the amount of latent debris accumulation on surfaces, other
3 miscellaneous debris sources are to be accounted for in the debris source term. The survey of
4 containment for these materials is to be performed consistent with the guidance in NEI 02-01
5 (Reference 2). Use the following guidance for each source to be considered:

6 * Equipment tags: Determine the number and location of equipment tags of each
7 material type (paper, plastic, metal) within containment. Evaluate the transport of
8 tags to the sump screen when performing the debris transport analysis
9 (Section 3.6). Although paper tags may dissolve in the post-accident containment

10 environment, it is conservative to assume that they remain intact and available for
11 transport to the sump screen. This assumption shall be used unless there is
12 information that indicates the tags will not remain intact.

13 Tape: Determine the amount and location of each type of tape within containment.
14 Evaluate the transport of tape to the sump screen when performing the debris
15 transport analysis (Section 3.6). Although FME and housekeeping programs will
16 remove most of the tape used during outage and construction activities, there may
17 still be quantities present in containment. These pieces of tape could be in
18 inaccessible areas or attached to components in plain view. Pieces of tape that have
19 partially disintegrated from being in containment during plant operation should be
20 considered in the latent debris source term. Additionally, tape affixed to surfaces
21 such as ladder rungs to improve grip shall be assumed to fail and become
22 transportable debris.

23 Stickers or placards affixed by adhesives: Include items such as stickers and signs
24 that are not mechanically attached to a structure or component in the latent debris
25 source term. Evaluate the transport of these materials to the sump screen when
26 performing the debris transport analysis (Section 3.6). It is likely that adhesives
27 would fail in post-accident conditions. Assume that all stickers and placards affixed
28 by adhesives fail and become transportable debris.

29 3.5.2.3 Define Debris Characteristics

30 Debris characteristics can be defined using two methods:

31 , Analyze debris samples to determine composition and physical properties.

32 * Assume composition and physical properties of the debris, using conservative
33 values.

34 Because of the additional rigor and complexity as well as the additional time required to perform
35 detailed analysis of the samples, it is recommended that conservative characteristics (with
36 respect to head loss, as documented in Section 3.7) are assumed for the latent debris. The
37 following debris characteristics should be used:
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1 0 Use an appropriate fiber/particulate mix for the plant being evaluated.

2 0 Fiber density = 62.4 ibm/ft3. The basis for this value is that it effectively makes the
3 fiber neutrally buoyant, which results in maximum transport to the sump screen.

4 0 Particle density = 100 lbm/ft3. The basis for this value is that most particulate
5 material can be categorized as "dirt." A representative material would likely be soil
6 or sand, brought into containment during outage activities or construction.
7 According to Reference 19, the densities of "Earth," dry and packed and "Sand" are
8 both 95 lbml/ft3. Therefore, 100 lbm/ft3 is recommended.

9 0 Particle diameter = 10 pm. Based on typical diameter of dust particles
10 (Reference 20), a diameter of 10 pm is suggested. This diameter is conservatively
11 small with respect to transport to the sump screen, since the diameter of "dirt"
12 particles such as earth or sand is larger than that of dust. Furthermore, the diameter
13 of 10 pm is consistent with the size of particles of failed coatings (Reference 21).

14 Note that ongoing research efforts by NRC and Los Alamos National Labs may provide
15 additional information regarding the physical characteristics of latent debris.

16 If it is decided to analyze the debris samples to determine the composition and physical
17 properties, the work should be performed by a laboratory experienced in material identification,
18 analysis of the macroscopic and microscopic properties of material samples, and handling of
19 radioactive materials. Note that there are challenges to effectively determining the debris
20 characteristics by analysis:

21 * It is likely that thorough analysis of samples would be extremely expensive,
22 possibly with little benefit.

23 0 It is potentially impractical or impossible to separate the debris from the media or
24 device used to capture it.

25 * It is possible that the macroscopic density of the debris as well as other
26 characteristics will be changed during the sampling process or transportation to the
27 analysis facility. These changes in characteristics would result because it is likely
28 that the debris is not a homogenous solid; therefore it is possible for the debris to be
29 compacted, damaged, or otherwise manipulated.

30 3.5.2.4 Determine Fraction of Surface Area Susceptible to Debris Accumulation

31 Not all areas are susceptible to accumulation of debris. For example, housekeeping activities at
32 some plants may involve cleaning floors with special wipes, vacuum cleaners, or other methods. In
33 these cases, the areas that are within the scope of the cleaning program could have essentially no
34 debris accumulation, whereas inaccessible areas of the same surface could have an accumulation of
35 debris. A single debris layer thickness would not accurately represent the entire surface.
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1 It is appropriate to conservatively assume that the entire surface area is susceptible to debris
2 accumulation. If it is unreasonable to use this assumption, in addition to determining the total
3 horizontal surface area inside containment (per subsection 3.5.2.1) it is necessary to determine
4 the fraction of the surface area of each component and surface that is susceptible to debris
5 accumulation. To accomplish this, evaluate the fraction of the surface area susceptible to debris
6 accumulation a component-by-component or surface-by-surface basis using the results from
7 subsections 3.5.2.1 and 3.5.2.2 as input. Use the following guidance:

8 1. Assume that 100 percent of the surface area is susceptible to debris accumulation
9 for inaccessible areas as well as accessible areas that are not thoroughly cleaned

10 and documented as clean per plant procedures prior to restart (e.g., cable trays,
11 junction boxes, and valve operators), and floors with gratings sitting on flat
12 surfaces.

13 2. Evaluate the fractional area susceptible to debris accumulation for smooth floor
14 areas and other surfaces cleaned per plant procedures prior to restart on a case-by-
15 case basis. Considerations include the method of cleaning (e.g., pressure washing
16 versus vacuuming) and accessibility of areas. Because of wide variations in
17 containment design and effectiveness of housekeeping and FME programs,
18 evaluations must be performed on a plant-specific basis.

19 For all cases in which the area susceptible to debris accumulation is reduced, a
20 conservatively large fractional area susceptible to accumulation must be
21 determined, and bases must be provided for the fractions used. Use the following
22 guidance:

23 0 Calculate the total surface area of the surface being considered.

24 0 Calculate the area of the surface that is clean. Use simplifying assumptions
25 that will result in a conservatively small clean area.

26 * Calculate the ratio of potentially dirty area to the total area.

27 3.5.2.5 Calculate Total Quantity and Composition of Debris

28 The final step in determining the quantity of latent debris located inside containment is to
29 compute the total quantity of latent debris using the results from subsections 3.5.2.1 to 3.5.2.3 as
30 input.

31 Use the following guidance when performing the final calculations:

32 1. The calculations should be performed on an area-by-area basis (consistent with
33 subsections 3.5.2.1 to 3.5.2.3). Performing the calculations in this way will
34 facilitate adequate representation of the debris densities and characteristics in the
35 different areas inside containment.
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1 2. Compute the total quantity of debris for each area by multiplying the total surface
2 area susceptible to debris accumulation by the debris layer thickness for the area of
3 containment being considered.

4 3. Include quantities of other types of latent debris such as tape, equipment tags, and
5 stickers.

6 4. Categorize and catalog the results for input to the debris transport analysis.

7 3.5.3 Sample Calculation

8 The sample calculation considers the bottom level of containment. Equipment tags, tape, and stickers
9 have been excluded from this example since minimal calculations are required for these items and

10 guidance is included in Reference 2. The following surfaces are included in the calculation:

11 0 Floor areas
12 , Cable trays
13 0 Sump drain pumps

14 For an actual calculation, more detail and rigor are required to document all the surface area on a
15 given level of containment. Since this is a sample calculation, only representative examples were
16 used.

17 Subsection 3.5.3.1 documents the calculation of the horizontal areas for complex rooms and
18 cable trays. Subsection 3.5.3.2 documents the calculation of the amount of debris present in the
19 area being considered.

20 3.5.3.1 Calculate Horizontal Surface Area

21 The examples below show the calculation of a number of complex floor areas. Rooms of simpler
22 geometry are calculated with less effort and therefore, examples of those calculations have not
23 been shown.

24 1. Calculate area between containment shell and steam generator (SG) compartments.

25 The floor area between the containment shell and SG compartments looks roughly
26 like the region between the octagon and circle in the figure below:
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Therefore, the area of the octagon is calculated as:

A= (90 ft) (75 ft) - (4) (0.5) [(0.5) (79.5-38)]*[(0.5) (90-42)]
A = 5754 ft

2

Subtract area of octagonal region from round region:

A = 7 (63.75 ft) 2 - 5754 ft2

A = 7014 ft2

Subtract area of the reactor coolant drain tank (RCDT) room and excess letdown
heat exchanger room (these areas protrude from the rough octagonal shape):

A = 7014 ft2 - 56 ft2 -94.6 ft2

A = 6914 ft
2

2. Calculate area inside SG compartments.

Each SG compartment has a shape and dimensions roughly like the shape with the
solid border below. To simplify the calculations, the room was divided into four
regions and the round wall was assumed to be straight:
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A=a+b+c+d
a = 0.5(16 ft) (14.75 ft) = 118 ft2

b = (16 ft) (14.75 ft) = 236 ft2

c = (12 ft) (16 ft) = 192 ft2

d = (16 ft) (12 ft) - (0.5) (10.75 ft) (6.7 ft) = 156 ft2

A= 466 ft 2

Atotal = 4(A)
= 1864 ft

2
(since there are four steam generators)

10

11
12
13
14

3. Calculate area inside seal table room.

The geometry of the seal table room is as shown in the figure below. One
simplifying assumption was with regard to the six-foot-long wall. It is actually
curved and protrudes into the room, but was assumed to be straight. This
assumption results in prediction of a conservatively large floor area.

20.0

15

16
17

A = (32.3 ft) (20 ft) - (2) (0.5) (7.0 ft) (7.0 ft) - (2.5 ft) (12.5 ft)
A = 563.8 ft2
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1 4. Calculate area of cable trays and other components.

2 For this sample calculation, 300 linear feet of cable trays was assumed. It was also
3 assumed that the trays were 1 foot wide, resulting in a total surface area of 300 ft2.
4 For all cable trays, the length and width should be documented and used to
5 calculate the horizontal surface area.

6 The other example of component surface area in this sample calculation is the
7 rectangular cover on the sump drain pumps, as shown in the spreadsheet below. It is
8 noteworthy that the covers over the sump were documented as part of the floor
9 area, since there is no floor area considered below them.

10 Other components were not examined in detail for this sample calculation.
11 Components that should be examined include, but are not limited to:

12 0 RCS piping and other piping
13 0 Pressurizer relief tank
14 , Excess letdown heat exchanger (depending on location)
15 0 Air handling units
16 0 RCS draindown tank and associated heat exchanger
17 0 Junction boxes

18 3.5.3.2 Calculate Quantity of Debris

19 This section documents sample calculations of the quantity of debris in the area considered. The
20 calculations are relatively straightforward. To calculate the mass of debris in a given area:

21 Volume = (Debris layer thickness) * (Surface area)
22 Mass = (Volume) * (Density)

23 Example results are presented in Table 3-4. It is noteworthy that the results are for demonstration
24 only and are based on hypothetical debris survey results.

25 3.6 DEBRIS TRANSPORT

26 3.6.1 Definition

27 Debris transport is the estimation of the fraction of debris that is transported from debris sources
28 (break location) to the sump screen. The four major debris transport modes considered in the NEI
29 Guidance are:

30 0 Blowdown transport - the transport of debris by the break jet.

31 0 Washdown spray transport - the vertical transport by the containment sprays/break
32 flow.

33
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APPENDIX B
EXAMPLE OF A LATENT DEBRIS SURVEY

In an effort to quantify the amount of latent debris located on vertical surfaces, samples were
taken of latent debris on vertical surfaces inside containment of a volunteer plant. The surfaces
surveyed appeared to be clean. However, the surfaces were not perfectly clean, as evidenced by
the results of the survey. Samples were taken using Maslins (commonly used for
decontamination of floors). Four samples were collected: two from the containment liner and two
from the internal concrete structure. Photographs of the survey process and the Maslins are
presented in Figures B-1 through B-5. The results of the survey are contained in Table B-1.

Table B-1. Results of Survey of Vertical Surfaces Inside Containment

Estimated
Collection Debris

Elevation Location Sample Area Net Weight Efficiency Concentration
ft -- ft 2  g % g/1000 ft2

905 Liner 120 1.95 90 18

808 Liner 216 1.32 90 7

860 Interior wall 70 0.21 90 3

905 Interior wall 168 0.95 90 6

The measured debris concentrations for the containment liner ranged from 7 to 18 grams per
1,000 square feet. The surface area of the liner in the volunteer plant is approximately
110,000 square feet, including the dome. Assuming 18 grams per 1,000 square feet, the total
quantity of latent debris on the coated steel liner is calculated to be less than 5 pounds:

18g X (110,000 ft2 x (2.205 xlo3b =4.4b
1,000 ft 2 ]-g,

The measured debris concentrations for the coated concrete interior wall ranged from 3 to
6 grams per 1,000 square feet. Vertical concrete surface areas would be comparable to the liner.
Assuming 6 grams per 1,000 square feet and a total surface area of 110,000 square feet, the total
quantity of latent debris on the coated internal structures is calculated to be less than 2 pounds:

K 6g0 (110,OO0ft2)xK.205x,0 3bj =1.5 lb1,00-0 ft 2 x 1000 t g

10
11
12
13
14

15

16
17
18
19

20

21
22
23
24

The data for the
cleaning during
clean, including
term.

vertical coated concrete were comparable to data for the main floors taken after
containment close-out. The results of the survey indicate that areas that look
vertical surfaces, represent only a small contribution to the latent debris source
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1

2 Figure B-1. Photograph of Sample Collected from Containment Liner
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1

2 Figure B-2. Photograph of Sample Collected from Containment Liner
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1

2 Figure B-3. Photograph of Sample Collected from Coated Concrete Wall
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1

2 Figure B-4. Photograph of Sample Collected from Coated Concrete Wall
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1

2 Figure B-5. Photograph of Collection Process
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Staff Conclusions Regarding GR Section 3.4.3.6 The staff concludes that acceptance
of this section depends upon each plant-specific evaluation properly determining that the
parameters selected for the analysis adequately reflect the insulation types actually used
in that containment, and that the specific surface area used in the head loss calculation
is properly determined.

The staff did not independently verify all the data contained in GR Tables 3-2 and 3-3,

however, the values presented agree with analyst perceptions for these materials.

Failed Coatings

The GR assumes that all failed coatings generate debris sizes equivalent to the
coatings' basic constituent or pigment sizes which the methodology identifies as 10pm.
The GR chose this value because experimental evidence was lacking regarding coating
debris size generation during a postulated event. The industry pressure wash testing
detailed in Appendix A to the GR provided some insight that coatings within the ZOI will
likely fail by erosion resulting in debris sized in the range of 1Opm-50pm spheres. The
testing also provided insight that the "qualified" epoxy and "qualified" IOZ coatings that
were tested would not fail as chips or sheets during simulated jet-impingement testing.
Coatings outside the ZOI that fail are also assumed to generate debris in sizes
equivalent to their basic constituents or pigment sizes. This debris is on the order of
10pm spheres.

Staff Conclusions Regarding Failed Coatings: For plants that substantiate a thin bed,
use of the basic material constituent (10 pm sphere) to size coating debris is acceptable.

For those plants that can substantiate no formation of a thin bed that can collect
particulate debris, the staff finds that coating debris should be sized based on plant-
specific analyses for debris generated from within the ZOI and from outside the ZOI, or
that a default area equivalent to the area of the sump screen openings should be used.
Such an analysis should conservatively assess the coating debris generated with
appropriate justification for the assumed particulate size or debris size distribution.
Degraded, "qualified" coatings that have not been remediated should be treated as
unqualified" coatings.

Finally, testing of jet impingement on coatings could provide insight into how coating
debris is formed and could help remove some of the potential conservatism associated
with treating coatings debris as highly transportable particulates. If coatings, when
tested at corresponding LOCA jet pressures and temperatures, are found to fail by
means other than erosion, or the erosion is limited, the majority of debris may be larger,
less transportable, or pose less of a concern for head loss.

3.5 LATENT DEBRIS

3.5.1 Discussion

Section 3.5.1 of the GR discusses general considerations for latent debris in terms of its
potential impact on sump-screen blockage, as well as some variables that should be
addressed on a plant-specific basis. The GR outlines the following five generic activities
needed to quantify and characterize latent debris inside containment: (1) Estimate
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horizontal and vertical surface area; (2) Evaluate resident debris buildup; (3) Define
debris characteristics; (4) Determine fractional surface area susceptible to debris
buildup; and (5) Calculate total quantity and composition of debris-provide a working
outline of the process.

Staff Evaluation of GR Section 3.5.1 The staff finds the GR guidance with respect to
general considerations for latent debris to be acceptable. The staff agrees with the
position in the GR that latent debris present in containment during operation may
contribute to head loss across the ECCS sump screens, and that it is necessary to
determine the types, quantities and locations of latent debris. The staff also agrees that
it is not appropriate for licensees to claim that their existing FME programs have entirely
eliminated miscellaneous latent debris. Results from plant-specific walkdowns should be
used to determine a realistic amount of dust and dirt in containment and to monitor
cleanliness metrics that may be deemed necessary following the overall sump-screen
blockage vulnerability assessment.

For more detailed analysis, the staff believes that when characterizing the resident
debris buildup, it would be useful to partition the inventory not only by vertical and
horizontal location, but also by relationship to spray impingement and washing by
containment-spray drainage.

3.5.2 Baseline Approach

The introduction provided in this section of the GR provides practical insights into the
level of importance that latent debris may take in the overall vulnerability assessment
and helps licensees to judge the level of effort needed to characterize their plants. In
this section, NEI acknowledges that latent debris should be considered as an input to
sump-screen head loss, and recommends the use of conservative strategies rather than
evaluating the effects of latent debris to a high level of detail.

Staff Evaluation of GR Section 3.5.2: The staff finds the GR guidance with respect to
the introduction of the baseline approach for consideration of latent debris to be
acceptable. For plants that expect to have fibrous insulation debris generated in the
ZOI, the additional contribution to head loss from the latent fiber component may be
small by comparison, and reasonable approximations of inventory will suffice. However,
for predominantly RMI plants, the latent fiber component represents the dominant
potential for thin-bed formation across the screen. In any case, accurate fiber
inventories can provide valuable insight for critical decisions regarding sump-screen
vulnerability.

3.5.2.1 Estimate Horizontal and Vertical Surface Area inside Containment

This section of the GR provides a general outline of steps required to estimate the
horizontal and vertical surface areas in containment. The bulleted list of items that
should be included in the surface area calculation (floor area, walls, cable trays, major
ductwork, control rod drive mechanism coolers, tops of reactor coolant pumps, and
equipment, such as valve operators, air handlers, etc.) provides a starting point for
licensees to consider for major inputs. The five steps provided for surface-area
calculations (flat surface considerations, round surface area considerations, vertical
surface area considerations, thorough calculation of surface areas in containment, and
use of estimated dimensions when exact dimensions are unavailable) are informative.
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Staff Evaluation of GR Section 3.5.2.1: The staff finds the GR guidance for estimating
surface areas within containment to be acceptable with the provisions outlined below for
specific sections/attributes.

The staff agrees that the quantity of ambient dust and dirt collected on vertical surfaces
by settling from the air is small compared to that collected on horizontal surfaces in the
absence of factors that promote adhesion to those vertical surfaces. Any special factors
that might promote adhesion to vertical surfaces should be noted and examined more
carefully for dust accumulation. A list of potential adhesive factors includes oil leaks,
moisture- or condensate-laden surfaces, residue from previously sprayed oils or
solutions, and detergent films. Dust that accumulates on vertical surfaces is very small
and should be assumed to be 100 percent transportable, if affected by water during a
LOCA.

Other surfaces that should be considered for inclusion in plant-specific inventory
estimates include steam generators; pressurizers and pressurizer relief tanks; cooling
fans; other large equipment; structural supports, such as I-beams and seismic restraint
collars; access gratings and steps; and piping. In general, the area inventory refers to
external surfaces that can be affected by spray wash down. Internal compartments and
cabinets with known loadings of dust and debris which are not typical of most surface
conditions after containment closeout should be examined carefully for water infiltration
and potential flushing. Areas of this type include inlet-air filter housings and confined
crawl spaces that are accessed infrequently.

The guidance provided in the GR for surface-area calculations treats the contribution of
vertical surfaces in an inconsistent manner. In general, the staff agrees that practical
simplifications can be made to make estimating surface area easier; however, the 10
percent factor proposed for general vertical surfaces does not provide complete
guidance for debris estimation. The method the staff finds acceptable is discussed in
Section 3.5.2.2.1. Vertical surfaces that are subject to enhanced dust and debris
accumulation should be added to the latent debris load estimation separately as part of
the resident debris buildup evaluation explained in GR Section 3.5.2.2. This section also
provides additional guidance for considerations to be included in containment surveys
for latent debris loading.

The staff agrees that the containment dome does not need to be considered from the
point of view of dust accumulation. However, the dome may be a contributor of
degraded coatings that are dislodged during vapor expansion and should be addressed
as such in the determination of the coatings debris source term.

The staff agrees with step 2 in the GR regarding the treatment of round surfaces, but
notes that piping surfaces should be considered. Steps 4 and 5 also provide some
practical recommendations that are acceptable.

3.5.2.2 Evaluate Resident Debris Buildup

Section 3.5.2.2 of the GR provides a high-level discussion of general practices needed
to evaluate latent debris buildup in containment. The GR cites recent sampling of
surfaces inside the containment at a number of plants, and recommends that surveys of
the containment be performed to determine the quantity of latent debris. As this
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information is not available in the public domain to allow confirmation of consistency in
sampling methods and reporting practices, any statement of expected maximum dust
inventory should be considered speculative. The GR references NEI 02-01 to provide
guidance for conduct of these containment surveys and evaluation of the presence of
foreign material found. The GR also suggests that the degree of rigor for containment
survey and surface swiping be applied in inverse proportion to the attention given to
foreign material exclusion under normal operations.

Staff Evaluation of GR Section 3.5.2.2 The staff finds the GR guidance with respect to
the practices for overall evaluation of latent debris to be acceptable, provided the
provisions outlined below are incorporated into the site-specific surveys for latent debris
in containment. These surveys will produce opportunities to maximize credit for plant
cleanliness, and identify areas of higher than expected debris loadings.

In its present form, the baseline guidance requires detailed calculations of both
horizontal and vertical surface areas and physical surveys of dust accumulation on
horizontal surfaces (see GR Section 3.5.2.2.1). To improve consistency in the treatment
of vertical surfaces, the staff provides the following two acceptable alternative options for
baseline analysis based on the best available information documented by the industry:

Option 1. Adopt a default vertical-surface debris inventory of 30 pounds to be
characterized by the smallest size fraction found in the horizontal surface inventory, and
document a simplified, but realistic calculation of vertical surface area. Consideration
should still be given to the unique deposition areas discussed above and the results
should be added to the default vertical debris inventory. This value is approximately 5
times (established by using a 2-standard deviation expansion from the mean of the
reported sample data set to achieve a 95 percent coverage of the expected data curve
and, then doubling the result for conservatism) higher than the vertical inventory
reported in Appendix B to the GR for concrete walls and the containment liner and
should be sufficiently high to bound variations in surface area, plant cleanliness and the
additional vertical areas represented by piping and equipment.

Option 2. Conduct swipes for three categories (a, b, c) of vertical surfaces in the
manner illustrated in Appendix B to the GR. It should be noted that repeated wiping with
a lint-free cloth (Masolin) under manual pressure or high-efficiency particulate air
(HEPA)-filtered vacuuming with mild brush agitation of the surface are both effective
methods for collecting the full spectrum of particle sizes found on surfaces. Both
methods provide collection media that can be weighed before and after collection to
determine the mass of debris in the sample (see Appendix VII to this SE). Concrete
walls (a), the liner (b), and vertical piping/equipment (c) should each be sampled at a
minimum of three locations selected and documented by a simple rationale to represent
typical variations in expected dust loadings within containment. For example, walls near
the equipment hatch might represent maxima, and the upper containment liner might
represent minima. A simplified, but realistic, calculation of vertical surface area for each
category of surface that is sampled should be documented and the average of the three
(or more) measurements should be used to determine the mass present on vertical
surfaces of each surface category. The three subtotals are then added to the inventory
estimate obtained from any unique deposition areas (as identified below). If recently
cleaned surfaces are used to establish the minima for a surface category, a documented
cleanliness plan should be referenced that describes the frequency of this cleaning
treatment. This option represents a minimal increase in effort over that required in the
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GR, specifically the collection of vertical-surface swipes, and yet allows maximum credit
for individual variations in plant cleanliness.

To ensure a comprehensive evaluation of containment debris, the following items should
be considered as part of the containment survey. Phenomena that can enhance dust
collection on both vertical and horizontal surfaces include temperature gradients
(thermophoresis) and static electrical charge (electrophoresis). The vertical surfaces of
cooling fins, heat exchangers, and warm electrical panels may attract higher
concentrations of dust than painted concrete structures. Hanging lamp shades inside
containment are a common location for enhanced dust collection caused by the thermal
gradient. Static charge may accumulate on any surface exposed regularly to air flow.
Dielectric materials, such as plastics and exposed cable jackets, may be principle
candidates for inspection. For some plants, these effects and locations may be minor
contributors to the total dust inventory and can be dismissed with proper examination.
However, these issues should be considered and their disposition documented.

For the purposes of latent debris characterization, surveys taken after every second
outage should be sufficient. Exceptions to this schedule warrant surveys after any
invasive or extended maintenance such as steam generator replacement.

3.5.2.2.1 Evaluate the Resident Debris Buildup on Surfaces

This section of the GR focuses on the measurement of dust and dirt found on horizontal
surfaces of containment. The GR presents the following four steps for this purpose:-(1)
Divide the containment into areas based on robust barriers; (2) Determine representative
surfaces for each section of containment; (3) Survey the representative surfaces in each
section to measure debris quantity; and (4) Calculate the thickness of the debris layer-
and describe the process. Of these, Steps 1 and 2 offer practical and thorough
guidance for performing a systematic survey. The primary method for determining latent
debris inventory suggested in Steps 3 and 4 of the GR is direct measurement of debris
thickness.

Staff Evaluation of GR Section 3.5.2.2.1 The staff finds the GR guidance to be
acceptable with respect to division of containment areas (Step 1) and determination of
representative surfaces (Step 2). However, the staff found the methods identified for
measuring and evaluating the buildup of debris on surfaces to be unacceptable. The
staff considers the recommendation in the GR for direct measurement of dust thickness
to be impractical. This SE offers a revised approach for the assessment that is based on
generic characterization of actual PWR debris samples. This revised approach also
addresses the question of particulate-to-fiber ratio as it relates to the thin-bed effect. If
desired, a limited plant-specific characterization can also be pursued as a refinement
using this guidance.

Attempting to directly measure latent debris thickness is not recommended because (1)
masses can be measured much more accurately than thickness, (2) comparison of dirt
layers to reference thickness standards is subjective and prone to error because of
heterogeneous small objects that may reside on the surface and because of non-uniform
dust thickness across a surface like piping, and (3) in situ estimates of thickness do not
characterize size distributions, particulate-to-fiber mass ratios, or densities that are
needed to define hydraulic head-loss properties. These problems can be avoided by
measuring total masses within a known surface area and then partitioning the fiber and
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particulate mass fractions either by physical measurement or by generic assumptions
described in the next section of this SE.

Statistical sample mass collection is an acceptable method for quantifying latent debris
inventories. This approach will not pose an undue burden if planned in advance and
incorporated with other survey activities. A list of unique debris sample locations should
be developed starting with the previous discussion in Section 3.5.2.1 that can be
checked for each evaluation zone that is defined in containment. For convenient cross
reference, these evaluation zones should be defined to coincide with the break zones
discussed in Section 3.4. For later input in debris transport assessment, the potential for
exposure to water from either direct containment-spray, containment-spray drainage, or
recirculation-pool immersion should be noted for the surfaces in each evaluation zone.
Other areas that should be included in the survey include annular compartments outside
of the bioshield and the reactor cavity, if the area participates in circulatory flow with the
sump pool during recirculation. Using the practical guidance offered in GR Section
3.4.2.2.1, item 2, for selecting typically loaded surfaces within each inventory evaluation
zone, several classes of horizontal surfaces should be defined to represent places
where latent debris is found (e.g., high- and low-traffic floor areas, tops of equipment,
floor near curbing, cable trays, etc.). At least three samples should be taken from each
category as they appear throughout containment, and the results should be treated in
the same manner described for vertical surfaces.

The goal of defining debris characteristics is satisfied by collecting swipe or vacuum-filter
samples that can be weighed before and after collection to determine the total mass of
debris within a measured area. It is important that the collection method adequately
captures the full range of particulate sizes from very small (less than 10 pm) up to the
large miscellaneous chips and pieces, and all fibers in the sample region. Both HEPA-
filtered vacuuming with light-brush agitation of the surface and repeated swiping under
manual pressure with a Masolin cloth were found to be effective collection methods for
fine particulates and fiber. Vacuuming is considered more efficient for collecting larger
grains and miscellaneous objects. Scraping with a metal blade or sweeping with a
bristle-type brush will not adequately collect the full range of debris (DIN04).

3.5.2.2.2 Evaluate the Quantity of Other Miscellaneous Debris

Section 3.5.2.2.2 of the GR provides general guidance for the considerations to be used
in identifying and evaluating potential sources of miscellaneous debris in containment.
The GR refers to and endorses the use of NEI 02-01 to provide guidance for
performance of containment surveys. A list of three items, equipment tags, tape, and
stickers or placards affixed by adhesives, is used to provide guidance for these specific
sources of latent debris.

Staff Evaluation of GR Section 3.5.2.2.2 The staff finds the GR guidance acceptable
with respect to methods to identify and evaluate miscellaneous debris, provided the
guidance is supplemented with the additional direction identified below. The staff agrees
that surveys of containment for the presence of miscellaneous debris should be
performed and that miscellaneous debris types should be assessed for potential
contributions to sump-screen head loss. In addition to the three categories of
miscellaneous debris discussed in the GR, the quantity, characteristics, and location of
any failed qualified coatings should also be noted in the survey. This issue may be
addressed elsewhere in the GR, but it warrants emphasis in this section as well.
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Without specific data to cite regarding the behavior of miscellaneous debris
types, the phrases "available for transport" and "transportable debris" should be
interpreted as "complete transport to the screen" for fines and particulate debris
under the conditions of interaction with water. Larger, miscellaneous debris
types must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis for susceptibility to transport as
outlined in GR Section 3.6. If data on disintegration and transport become
available, they should be documented and used as an acceptable refinement to
quantify an assumption of partial degradation or partial transport. If applicable,
refinements should include a plausible timeline or necessary operating condition
for failure. For example, if adhesives are shown to fail after hours in
containment, large or heavy stickers and signs may become detached, but still
may not be transportable in low-velocity recirculation conditions. Similarly,
delayed failure of adhesives on upper levels of containment may not lead to
debris being transported if containment sprays are no longer operating. Proper
consideration should be given to the location of these items and the logic of the
rationale that is used. For example, slow softening of adhesive in a high-
humidity environment is much different than erosion by spray-water cascade or
break-jet impingement. The following additional guidance is offered on the
evaluation of the GR-listed categories of latent debris.

Equipment tags. The GR guidance provided on the post-LOCA status of paper
tags is ambiguous. There is an implied assumption that complete tags arriving at
the screen will induce more head loss than shredded or dissolved paper fiber
contributing to a mixed-debris bed. Regardless of their physical condition, tags
can only contribute to head loss if they are transportable. Robust lanyards and
attachment methods should prevent most equipment tags that exist outside the
ZOI from becoming detached (equipment tags within the ZOI shall be assumed
to become detached). The size and weight of detached equipment tags and
broken lanyards should be evaluated against the criteria in GR Section 3.6 to
determine if they should be considered transportable debris. For all equipment
tags that are found to be potentially transportable, it is necessary to determine
the number and location of tags by type for contribution to screen-head loss. If
transportability or the capability of tags to remain intact cannot be determined, it
should be assumed that they remain intact and are transported to the sump
screen, to preserve conservatism. In other applications, an average mean
packing ratio of 0.75 (a 50% overlap of the items stacked on top of each other)
has been assumed for larger, flat objects (paint peels), and has been considered
reasonably conservative. Consequently, the wetted sump-screen flow area
should be reduced by an area equivalent to 75% of the total of the original single-
sided surface area of the tags. If there is information that indicates the tags will
not remain intact, the staff recommends that the equivalent mass of the tags be
treated as latent fiber.

Tape. The GR mentions some specific applications of tape and recommends
that all tape be assumed to fail as transportable debris. The staff agrees that the
size, weight, and composition of tape that would interact with water should be
evaluated for transportability, as discussed in GR Section 3.6, to determine the
realistic amount that would arrive on the sump screen. As stated in the GR for
equipment tags, all failed tape that is determined to be transportable should be
assumed to arrive on the screen intact and to obstruct an area equivalent to 75%
of the total of the original single-sided surface area, unless there is evidence that
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the tapes will not remain intact. If there is evidence that the tapes will not remain
intact (e.g., prior in-service disintegration), then the equivalent mass of the tape
should be assumed to be transported to the screen in the form of latent fiber.

Stickers or placards affixed by adhesives. The staff agrees with the position in
the GR that adhesives may fail in post accident conditions. Under the present
guidance offered in the GR, all items attached by adhesives should be assumed
to fail and be evaluated for transport to the sump screen as outlined in GR
Section 3.6. The staff considers this an acceptable position. Where evidence is
available that these items will degrade, the equivalent mass of the items in
question should be assumed to be transported to the sump screen in the form of
latent fiber. Otherwise, the wetted flow area of the sump screen should be
reduced by 75% of the total of the original single-sided areaof the items in
question.

3.5.2.3 Define Debris Characteristics

This section of the GR notes that two generic methods can be applied for defining debris
characteristics, Method 1 analysis of samples, or Method 2 assume composition and
properties based on conservative values. NEI indicates that Method 2 (assume
conservative values for debris composition properties) is preferable, and provides
parameter values for fiber density, particle density, and particle diameter. The GR notes
that for this option to be used, an appropriate fiber/particulate mix for the plant being
evaluated should be employed. The GR goes on to describe some of the difficulties and
challenges associated with Method 1.

Staff Evaluation of GR Section 3.5.2.3 The staff finds the GR guidance to be
acceptable with respect to defining debris characteristics, provided the method used is
supplemented with the additional details outlined below.

It should be noted that conservatism with respect to head-loss potential includes both
the aspects of transportability and the hydraulic properties of the material in a mixed-
debris bed. The four GR bullets provided in this section for evaluating debris
characteristics will be addressed in a parallel format that discusses the Method 1 and
Method 2 approaches to each topic concurrently. Both methods first require that
adequate surface samples be taken to characterize variability in the plant, and that total
masses in containment be estimated by multiplying the empirically determined
concentration for each type of collection area (g/ft2) by the corresponding surface areas
before summing to obtain the total inventory. Since the GR indicates that Method 2 is
preferred, it will be addressed first for each bullet provided.

First GR Bullet - Use an appropriate fiber/particulate mix for the plant being evaluated.

Method 2 - Assume that fiber contributes 15 percent of the mass of the total
estimated inventory. If abnormal qualified coating conditions indicate a dominant
presence of paint chips compared to normal dust and dirt at a particular sampling
location, that location should be characterized by measurement under Method 1
(See Appendix VII to this SE concerning latent debris for more specific
information.)
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Method 1 - Characterize the fiber-to-particulate mass ratio in the plant by wet
rinsing and manual separation of the fibers from the particulates followed by
drying and weighing to obtain mass ratios for samples taken. If this option is
chosen, HEPA filtration is recommended as the preferred collection method
because of easier separation of the debris from the filter.

Second GR Bullet - Fiber density

It is conservative to assume that all fiber exposed to water is transported to the
screen (unless special circumstances are noted, as discussed earlier), but
material buoyancy is not the primary contributing factor and a density equal to
that of water should not be assigned.

Method 2 - Assume that latent fiber material has a mean density of 1.5 g/cm 3.

Method 1 - Immerse dry fiber samples of known mass in a graduated cylinder
with a known quantity of water. Cover with plastic film to prevent evaporation
and let stand for several days or heat gently to remove trapped air. Measure
new volume of contents and determine fiber material density by displacement.

Third GR Bullet - Particle density

* It is appropriate to assume that latent particulates are primarily geophysical in
origin being composed of soil, sand, and dust (i.e., "dirt").

Method 2- Assume latent particulate material has a nominal density of 2.7 g/cm 3.

Method 1 - Measure the particulate density by water displacement as described

above for fiber.

Fourth GR Bullet - Particle Diameter

* The principal use of particle diameter is to estimate the hydraulic properties of
the debris, such as the specific surface area. This information can also affect
judgments regarding transportability and retention in a fibrous debris bed.

Method 2 - The GR provides the guidance to assume all particulate mass is
composed of 1 0-pm diameter grains. The staff considers this assumption to be
acceptable, but this approach is very conservative, especially when much of the
mass may be composed of small paint chips, hardware, and visible sand grains.
However, this assumption offers the convenience of consistency with baseline
assumptions applied to failed coatings as mentioned in the GR. A more refined
set of assumptions that would also be considered acceptable are as follows:

" Assume that typical mixtures of latent particulate debris have a specific surface
area of 106,000 ft-1, as defined for use in the NUREG/CR-6224 head-loss
correlation.
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" Assume that 22 percent of the particulate mass determined from the raw
samples above the recirculation-pool flood level is non-transportable.

* Under conditions of low sump-screen flow (i.e., less than 0.2 ft/s) and estimated
particle-to-fiber mass ratios less than 3, assume that 7.5 percent of the latent
particulate debris penetrates the sump screen and is not permanently deposited
in the bed to contribute to head loss.

Method 1 - Dry sieve particulates into size fractions down to 75 pm and
characterize the mass distribution as a function of diameter. Assume that the
fraction less than 2 mm is not transportable. Assume that 25 percent of the 75
pm diameter mass fraction can penetrate the debris bed. Use scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) on subsamples of the 75-pm fraction to determine statistically
the fraction of particles below a 10-pm diameter. Compare measured size
distributions to literature reported determinations of latent debris size distribution
and adjust the Method 2 specific surface area by ratios of estimated masses in
each size bin.

The following two additional factors not mentioned in the GR are:

" The dry-bed accumulated density of latent fibers is needed for head-loss
calculations. For fiberglass, this density is typically reported as the as-
manufactured density, but there is no equivalent definition for latent fiber.

Method 2 - Assume the dry-bed bulk density for latent fiber is equal to that of
fiberglass insulation (2.4 Ibm/ft3=38.4 kg/M 3).

Method 1 - Using the dry-fiber component obtained from the Method 1
measurement of fiber-to-particulate mass ratios, separate fibers and small flocks
from a sample of known mass and drop them successively through several
inches of air into a graduated container. Measure the volume after a bed has
been formed by random settling and compute the bulk density of this
configuration.

" The fiber-specific surface area is also needed for head-loss calculations to
compute the contributions to head loss of latent fiber in a mixed debris bed.

Method 2 - Assume the head-loss properties of latent fiber are the same as
reported in NUREG/CR-6224 for commercial fiberglass. Latent fiber will either
be dominated by fiberglass present from the break location or it will form the
substrate of a thin-bed particulate filter and be dominated by the particulate bed
forming on top of the fiber. In either case, the exact properties of the latent fiber
are dominated by another debris type, so the error associated with the
assumption should be small.

Method 1 - Measure the hydraulic properties of latent fiber by inference using
iterative comparisons of head-loss data and model predictions using the
NUREG/CR-6224 head-loss correlation.
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The staff agrees with all of the cautionary notes provided in the GR regarding the
difficulties of debris characterization, except for the presumptive judgment of extreme
expense and little benefit. While cost/benefit is an important practical consideration, the
NRC never discourages well-documented testing to obtain site-specific information. For
some of the simpler steps of the analysis, it may be an immediate benefit to characterize
plant conditions more completely than the default assumptions permit. Improved
particulate-to-fiber mass ratios, for example, may offer an immediate potential benefit
because of the key role latent fiber plays in the assessment of vulnerability for thin-bed
formation in a predominantly RMI-insulated plant.

3.5.2.4 Determine Fraction of Surface Area Susceptible to Debris Accumulation

The guidance in this section of the GR is again offered in the form of a baseline
approach. The GR offers the two following options for guidance, (1) assume that 100%
of the surface area is susceptible to debris accumulation, and (2) perform an evaluation
that consists of estimating fractional surface areas susceptible to debris accumulation on
a case-by-case basis. The intent of the guidance in this section is to offer credit for
cleanliness programs exercised in certain parts of containment. The GR provides a
basic approach for reducing the area considered susceptible to debris accumulation
through (1) a calculation of the total surface area, (2) a calculation of the surface area
considered to be clean using conservative assumptions, and (3) a calculation of the ratio
of potentially dirty area to total area.

Staff Evaluation of GR Section 3.5.2.4: The staff finds the GR guidance acceptable
with respect to fractional surface area susceptible to debris accumulation, with the
provisions outlined below:

To implement the baseline approach, the GR intended for a measurement to be made of
dust thickness on a representative surface within each inventory evaluation zone and
that this thickness would be multiplied by the total relevant area in the zone to obtain the
volume of debris. This approach is not considered reliable because of the difficulty and
subjectivity of measuring a debris thickness, as discussed in Section 3.5.2.2.1.

Either approach presented in this section of the GR for establishing a fractional surface
area for debris accumulation is acceptable to the staff with the following caveat--if areas
are excluded from the surface inventory, documented cleaning procedures should be in
place that are exercised before each restart. If periodic cleaning occurs less frequently,
the sampling method outlined earlier in this SE is recommended to determine the
minimum dust loading in those areas of a surface type that have been previously
cleaned.

An issue similar to accumulation susceptibility that may lead to a credit for reduced latent
inventory is transport susceptibility. As recommended earlier in this SE, potential
exposure to water should be assessed.for each inventory evaluation zone. It is
expected that most surfaces will be exposed to either direct spray, spray accumulation
flow, or immersion in the recirculation pool but some isolated areas may exist for which
little or no water transport can occur (interior cabinets, elevated crawl spaces, locked
rooms, etc). For these types of areas where latent debris is known or expected to exist,
justification for exemptions from considering the total latent-debris inventory can be
documented on a case-by-case basis.
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3.5.2.5 Calculate Total Quantity and Composition of Debris

The GR provides four basic steps for calculating the total quantity of latent debris: (1)
perform calculations as previously outlined on an area-by-area basis; (2) compute the
total quantity of debris using the area/debris thickness method outlined in the GR; (3)
include other types of debris from containment survey data as outlined previously in the
GR; and (4) categorize and catalog the results for consideration in debris transport
evaluation.

Staff evaluation of GR Section 3.5.2.5: The staff finds the general steps identified with
respect to the total process acceptable, provided that methods outlined earlier in this SE
are used in place of those specific items previously identified for computation of quantity
of debris and debris density.

This SE has alluded to the process for integrating survey findings over all surface types
several times. Given the revised approach to measurement of debris build up
recommended by the staff, the total quantity of debris for each inventory evaluation zone
and each surface type will be found by multiplying debris concentration (Ibm/ft2) by the
respective areas to obtain the total number of pounds in containment. Proper evaluation
of debris for transportability has been discussed previously in other sections of this SE
pertaining to evaluation of debris types. Most importantly, the calculation must separate
the fiber and particulate components of the debris aggregate. These fractions behave
differently during transport, contribute separately to head loss, and introduce separate
considerations regarding sump-screen vulnerability.

3.5.3 Sample Calculation

The sample calculation presented in this section of the GR illustrates the concept and
systematic process involved with defining categories of surfaces that reside within a
given inventory evaluation zone, calculating areas, and summing debris inventories.
The following sections offer minor points of clarification.

3.5.3.1 Calculate Horizontal Surface Area

This section of the GR illustrates the appropriate level of simplification for computing
structural surface areas in containment.

Staff Evaluation of GR Section 3.5.3.1: The staff finds the sample calculations
provided to be acceptable for implementing concepts for determining the horizontal
surface areas in containment. The following clarifications are added for licensees to
consider when performing these calculations.

Step 4 of the calculation discusses the calculation of additional horizontal surface areas
contributed by equipment, piping, cable trays, etc. Where these items are large and
obstruct floor areas computed in previous steps, the projected area of the item is
effectively included twice. The duplicate area can either be subtracted from the
inventory or cited as a conservatism to account for the complexity of the object in
question, whichever is most appropriate.

The treatment given to the recirculation sump cover as a projected area accounted for in
the floor-area calculation is appropriate.
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3.5.3.2 Calculate Quantity of Debris

The example calculation in the GR is consistent with guidance given in previous
sections, assuming that a debris-layer thickness can be measured and that in situ
densities can be determined; total latent-debris mass is then computed accordingly.

Staff Evaluation of GR Section 3.5.3.2: The staff finds the GR guidance with respect to
the total calculation of the quantity of debris to be unacceptable. The problems
associated with direct measurement of debris thickness have been explained. If
inventory analysis options involving sampling are pursued, it might be practical to
conduct calculations like the example provided in this section of the GR.

3.6 DEBRIS TRANSPORT

3.6.1 Definition

Section 3.6 provides guidance for estimating debris that is transported from debris
sources to the sump screen. The four major transport modes considered in the GR are
blowdown, spray washdown, pool fill-up, and pool recirculation flow.

3.6.2 Discussion

Section 3.6.2 of this GR presents a generic transport logic tree used subsequently in the
transport recommendations. In addition, the GR defines the following three
containment-type categorizations:

1. Highly compartmentalized containments are defined as those containments that
have distinct robust structures and compartments totally surrounding the major
components of the RCS. For a main steamline break in a highly
compartmentalized containment, the mostly uncompartmentalized containment
values should be used.

2. Mostly uncompartmentalized containments are defined as those containments
that have partial robust structures surrounding the steam generators.

3. Ice condenser containments are defined as all seven ice condenser plants,
which lack lower containment compartmentalization.

Staff Evaluation of GR Section 3.6.2 The staff considers the simple generic debris
transport chart shown in GR Figure 3-2 to be acceptable for a schematic representation
of the GR baseline debris transport evaluation methodology. However, the distinction
between the highly compartmentalized and mostly uncompartmentalized containments
has not been clearly defined. Therefore, if the containment category in a plant-specific
analysis is not certain, then the evaluation should assume the category which predicts
the greater debris accumulation on the sump screens. Section 3.8. of the GR discusses
the acceptance of the baseline guidance as a package.
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Statistical analysis is recommended when calculating plant dirt, dust, and lint levels. A 95% confidence interval
of the mean (average) debris density for each surface type should be calculated. The statistical theory and the
methodology used are taken from Reference 1.

Given a random sampling of n observations (pa, P2, P3,.... Pn) from a normally distributed population of densities,
the sample mean (,5) and the sample standard deviation (s) are given by Equations 1 and 2 (Ref. 1).

?Ip
=(1)

n

s(p • ---T ) (2)

The average density (pavg) can be estimated by a confidence interval, given by Equation 3.

S S

P t v,.12 T < P avg < P + tv,S2 V (3)

where,
v = degrees of freedom = n - 1
a = probability that p lies outside confidence interval
G.,1 = Student's t-distribution value at a/2 and v

In other words, it can be predicted that with (1-a) x 100% confidence, the population mean would fall within the
interval given by Equation 3. For the purposes of this report, a 95% confidence level is used, therefore a = 1 -
95% /100% = 0.05. The Student's t-distribution value can be found from the Chart in Table 1. For conservatism,
the maximum predicted average density (right-hand side of Equation 3) should be used to calculate the total
debris in each surface category.

Pax = p + tv, 2  
(4)

The primary assumption in Equations 3 and 4 is that the sampling is taken from a normally distributed population.
This is expected to be the case for samples taken from similar surfaces in common areas of containment;
therefore, the samples must be grouped sample sets based on common surface type and location, common
associated work activities in each area, and clean up procedures.

References:
1. Box, G.E.P, Hunter, J.S., and Hunter, W.G. (2005) Statistics for Experimenters: Design, Innovation, and

Discovery, 2nd Ed., Wiley, New Jersey
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0.25 0.1 0.05 0.025 0.01 0.005 0.0025 0.001 0.0005 ' one-tail

0.5 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.002 0.001 - two-tail

d.f. 50% 80% 90% 95% 98% 9 99.5% 99.8% 9.9 -- confidence

1 1.000 3.078 6.314 12.706 31.821 63.656 127.321 318.289 636.578

2 0.816 1.886 2.920 4.303 6.965 1 9.925 14.089 22.328 [ 31.600

3 0.765 1.638 2.353 3.182 4.541 5.841 7.453 J 10.214 12.924

4 0.741 1.533 2.132 2.776 1 3.747 4.604 5.598 7.173 8.610

5 0.727 1.476 2.015 2.571 3.365 4.032 4.773 5.894 F 6.869

6 0.718 1.440 1.943 2.447 3.143 3.707 4.317 5.208 5.959
7 0.711 1.415 1.895 2.365 2.998 3.499 4.029 4.785 5.408

8 0.706 1.397 1.860 2.306 1 2.896 3.355 3.833 4.501 5.041
9 0.703 1.383 1.833 2.262 2.821 1 3.250 3.690 4.297 4.781

10 0.700 1.372 1.812 2.228 2.764 3.169 3.581 4.144 4.587

11 0.697 1.363 1.796 2.201 2.718 3.106 3.497 4.025 [ 4.437

12 0.695 1.356 1.782 2.179 2.681 1 3.055 3.428 3.930 F 4.318

13 0.694 1.350 1.771 2.160 2.650 3.012 3.372 3.852 4.221
14 0.692 1.345 1.761 2.145 2.624 2.977 1 3.326 3.787 4.140
15 0.691 1.341 1.753 2.131 1 2.602 2.947 3.286 3.733 4.073

16 0.690 1.337 1.746 2.120 1 2.583 I 2.921 3.252 3.686 1 4.015

17 0.689 1.333 1.740 2.110 2.567 I 2.898 3.222 3.646 1 3.965

18 0.688 1.330 1.734 2.101 1 2.552 1 2.878 3.197 3.610 3.922
19 0.688 1.328 1.729 2.093 1 2.539 F 2.861 3.174 3.579 1 3.883

20 0.687 1.325 1.725 2.086 2.528 2.845 3.153 3.552 3.850

21 0.686 1.323 1.721 2.080 2.518 2.831 3.135 3.527 3.819

22 0.686 1.321 1.717 2.074 2.508 2.819 3.119 3.505 3.792

23 0.685 1.319 1.714 2.069 2.500 2.807 3.104 3.485 3.768

24 0.685 1.318 1.711 2.064 2.492 2.797 3.091 3.467 3.745

25 0.684 1.316 1.708 2.060 1 2.485 2.787 3.078 3.450 3.725

26 0.684 1.315 1.706 2.056 1 2.479 2.779 3.067 3.435 3.707
27 0.684 1.314 1.703 2.052 1 2.473 2.771 3.057 T 3.421 3.689

28 0.683 1.313 1.701 2.048 1 2.467 2.763 3.047 3.408 3.674

29 0.683 1.311 1.699 2.045 2.462 2.756 3.038 I 3.396 3.660

30 0.683 1.310 1.697 2.042 1 2.457 2.750 3.030 3.385 3.646

40 0.681 1.303 1.684 2.021 2.423 2.704 2.971 I 3.307 3.551

60 0.679 1.296 1.671 2.000 1 2.390 2.660 2.915 [ 3.232 3.460

120 0.677 1.289 1.658 1.980 1 2.358 2.617 2.860 3.160 3.373
infinity 0.674 1.282 1.645 1.960 2.326 2.576 2.807 3.090 3.290

Table 1
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Mark I Containment Example Area Map

Area # Description Lower EL. Upper EL.

1 Torus 87'-0" 130'-0"

2 CRD Room 112'-0" 140'-0"

3 Drywell (Lower Portion) 114'-6" 158'-0"

4 RPV Cavity 140'-0" 189'-0"

5 Drywell (Upper Portion to 158'-0" 189'-0"

Top of RPV Shield Wall)

6 Drywell (Upper Portion 189'-0" 215'-0"

around RPV Head)
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